A PRIMENESS PROPERTY FOR CENTRAL POLYNOMIALS

AMITAI RBGEV
In this note we prove an anolog of of Amitsur's theorem for central polynomials.
THEOREM. Let F be an infinite field, fix) = f(x ί9 ~9x r ), g(x) = g(x r +i, •••,#«) two noncommutative polynomials in disjoint sets of variables.
Assume that f(x 19 " 9 x r ) g(x r +i9 9 %s) is central but not an identity for F k . Then both f(x) and gix) are central polynomials for F k .
Note. Since [x, y]
2 is central for F 2 while [x, y] is not, the assumption of disjointness of the variables cannot be removed.
Central polynomials that are not identities of the k x k matrices F k were constructed in [2] , [3] . In [1] Amitsur proved the following primeness property of the polynomial identities of F k : Write z t -JIyJI~x and conjugate (1') (with B diagonal) by H to obtain , z r )B = a(y lf , y r )\ 0 -ft 0 This is contradiction since -2ft Φ 0, hence the right hand side is not diagonal while the left is.
